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Summary

An experiment based on the measurement of the variation of local gravity

induced by periodic filling of a power storage plant basin, is described. A

superconducting gravimeter will be installed in a tunnel under a lake, where

water masses of 106 tons are normally displaced every day, in order to store

energy in hours of low demand , by pumping water from a low-level basin

located at a distance of 5 Km; the measurable effect, due to a maximum

variation of 7 m in the water level, is 300 10-6 gal. The purpose of the

experiment is to provide evidence for deviations from Newton's gravitational
law.

Introduction

The experiment described is designed to verify the correctness of the

Newton's law of gravitational attraction at the 100 m scale of distances,

and to measure, on the same scale, the value ofthe gravitational constant G.

The renewed interest in gravitational force is due to the hypothesis recentIy

put forward concerning the existence of a fifth Jorce which modifies the

gravitational coupling between two masses in the form:

where À is the range parameter of the fifth force and a, the strength

parameter, can depend on the baryon number of the interacting masses.
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The discussion, started by Fishback 's analysis (1986) of the Eotvos

experiment (showing a dependence of the coupling constant G on the baryon

number of the attracting bodies ( composition dependence of gravitation),

extended to old and new geophysical measurements of G in the 10-100

meters range of distance (distance dependence of the gravitational constant).
These measurements give contradictory resu1ts: underground measurements

(Stacey et al., 1988) gave a value of G bigger than the laboratory value Go

(1%), consistent with a repulsive fifth forcej on the other hand, measurements

performed above ground (in towers) and in ice sheet indicate dominance of

an attractive Yukawa term (Eckhardt et al, 1988).

These kinds of experiment involve density determination and

compensation for gradients due to geological structurej to avoid these

problems it seems more useful to measure, with a fixed instrument, the

attraction of large moving masses (water), whose density can be measured
with high precision. Some experiments have already been performed, using

pumped-storage reservoir and gravimeters ( La Coste Romberg) ( Hornberg

experiment, Muller et al., 1989), where no significant deviations of G(r) from

the laboratory value were found.

The Brasimone experiment

In our experiment we intend to use a Superconducting Gravimeter to measure

the variation of gravity induced by a variable mass of water in a hydroelectric

power storage basin, Lago Brasimone, located in the Apennines Mountains

between Bologna and Florence.

Water masses of 106 tons are normally displaced every day in this

hydroelectric basin by the Italian Power Agency ENEL in order to store

energy in hours of low demand, by pumping water from a low-Ievel basin,

named Suviana, 8 Km distant from Brasimone lake.

The Brasimone area was chosen by the ENEA Nuclear Research Agency

for the installation of the PEC nuclear research plant. For this reason the

area was studied in great detail: a lot of data on geology, hydrography, water

composition and seasonal temperature variation have been col1ected in the

recent years. The ENEA laboratory provides alllogistic support needed to

perform the experiment.

We will be able to locate the superconducting gravimeter in a tunnel
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under the lake. In this pIace the measurable effect, due to the usual daily

variation of 7 m of the water level, is 280 10-6 gal. During the experiment

there could be a water level variation of lO m or more, with a gravity variation

of 400 10-6 gal or more.

The nuc1ear plant, located at an horizontal distance of approximately 500

m from the tunnel and from the lake, is not working at the momentj it has

deep foundations in rock, and as a consequence we have a good location with

very low industrial noise leve!. Here the effect of water level variation il! 0.5

p,gal and consequent1y any anomalous effect (fifth force) is negligible. In this

pIace we intend performing the calibration of the gravimeter with a vertically

moving platform, tidal analysis, etc ...

TABLE I

VOLUME OF WATER .

(J'z,1I (J'g

(cm) p,gal

SHORE D;:::300 m
100 < D < 300 m

D < 100 m

W ATER LEVEL VARIATION

50

20

5

0.1

::; 0.005
< 0.01
~ 0.01

~ 0.03

GRAVIMETER COORDINATES

X,Y
Z

2

1
0.01

< 0.03

From a geometrical point of view we have to define the volume of water, its

variations and the gravimeter coordinates with the accuracy listed in Table I.

We intend installing a horizontal geodetic network (with pillars equipped with

self-centering devices) and high-precision levelling linesj photogrammetrical
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measurements ( aerial and terrestrial photographs ) will give us a digital
model of the lake geometry.

The water level variation is performed in the pit connected with the lake

by a large pipe; a float is connected with a digital system with a sensibility

of 0.05 mm. A second level gauge ((T = 1 cm) works on the opposite shore
of the lake.

Some preliminary measurements of water density and temperature have been

performed in the recent monthsj in winter the difference in temperature

at 1 m and 5 m depth is ~ 0.1:0.4 °C, while in summer the difference is

approximately 1°C. Very few horizontal variations are present ( for example,

at 5 m depth we measured a maximum variation of O.l°C.

Taking into account that the relative variation of water density, in the

O-30°C, is at the most 2.810-4 per °C, and that an accuracy of 10-5 can

be obtained in the evaluation of the water density by means of laboratory

determinations, we assume that water density with an uncertainty of less than

10-4 is possible when performing continuous temperature-depth profiles.
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Fig. 1. Vertical displacement

The displacement field in the area due to loading by the moving water was

modelled using a finite element approach in axial symmetry. In fact this

formulation aIlowed to treat a three-d problem through an almost two-d

formulation. We used the TECTON code (Melosh and Raefsky, 1980) which
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was previously used for modelling of geophysical processes.

The elastic properties of the terrain below the lake were computed from

the result of a local seismic survey (Billi et al., 1977), for what is regarding

the first 70 m of material and from a regional profile (Morelli et al., 1977)
for the deeper layers.

The results of theoretical model give a vertical movement of about 1 mm,

confirmed by precision-Ievelling measurements ; clearly this effect is not

negligible in our experiment. The deformation seems to be negligible at a

distance of about 1 Km from the centre of the lakej more precisely we assume
a vertical deformation of about 1 mm in the tunnel and a deformation of 0.2

0.3 mm at the nuclear plant. So we have to use at least two long base fluid

tiltmeters (one in the tunnel = 100 m long) and one other connecting the top

of the pit with the reference point in the nuclear plant. In the tunnel thermal

effects are negligiblej for the connection of the tunnel with the nuclear plant

we intend using a horizontal tube of about 40 cm diameter buried in land

and actually not used, in which we can insert the pipe of the tiltmeter.

Obviously the final result of the experiment will strongly depend on the

accuracy in our knowledge of the tides, atmospheric load models and

calibration of the instrument. As a first goal , we hope to obtain an accuracy

of 0.1 l'gaI as sum of the possible errors mentioned above. This seems to be

possible, taking into account that by means of recordings the water signal

over a long period (one year), we could eliminate the data obtained during

periods characterized by anomalous conditions, such as rapid regional and
local fluctuations in barometric pressurej but, above all, we intend recording

gravity tides with the super~onducting gravimeter during several months

before and after the experiment, in order to model the tidal amplitude and

air pressure signalj naturally these measurements will be performed in the

nuclear plant area, where the water signal is 0.5 l'gaI and consequent1y the

eventual anomalous effects (fifth force) is negligible.

The total response of the station (tides, atmospheric loading, oceanic

loading, etc ... ) will be analyzed and used for che computation of the residual

signal.

As already proposed for the Hornber experiment (Muller et al.,1989) we will

obtain an improvement of the results recording also during the experiment
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the tides and air pressure signal using a second gravimeter in the nuclear
plant. Thus, if we suppose that the final uncertainties due to water density,
geometry of the water mass, coordinates of gravimeter, water levelvariations,
are well bellow 10-4, we need to measure the differential signal with an
accuracy of approximately a few hundredth of p,gal , to finally obtain
information about the residual water signal.
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